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ON CONTACT POTRNTIAL DIFFERENCES. 127 

that, wlicii col1 is one-sixth, Chree's formula is correct to within 
0.00j  per cent., and the error is less than one per cent. even 
b~.hen c/1 is one-ha1 f'. 

The number of vibrations per second is given by the 
forinula 

- I  

September 1007. 

VIII. On the Contact Potential ll!ferences detevnairzed by 
B y  k3. TV. J. SRZ~TH, M.A.., and nxeans of ATdl Soliciions. 

H. MOSS, B.Sc., Royal Colleye of S c i e m e ,  Loiitlon *. 
Q 1. Introduction. 
Q 4. Palmtzer's null solutiom." 
f3 7. A method of search for otLer null solutions. 
9 9. Xu11 solution of KCN. 

9 16. Null solution of KC1. 
Q 17. Effect of oxygen upon I'aschen's relation. 
Q 18. Inferences from results oLttLiiied with null solutions 

9 19. Xu11 solution of III.  
3 20. N ~ i l l  solution of KOII. 
5 21. Summary of concliusions. 

12. Effect of Ka,S upon the p.d. between Ilg and ICCI. 

of KCN and of RC1. 

0 1. INrRonmz"-The processes which occur clnriiig tlie 
polarization oE electrodes are  of coiisiderable theoretical 
and practical importance. Being largely snrface effects, t11c.y 
can be followed, i n  the case of mercury, by observatiun 
of the changes of the surface-tension which resnit from 
1)olarization. Mercury electrodes have been the subject of 
iiiuch study in this way, but wliile the interpretation of soirie 
of the results Seems clear, there are  others which have been 
the subject of frequent discussion. Chief ainoiigst these is 
the significaiice of the maximum surface-tension between 
mercury and the electrolyte which occurs a t  some particular 
ciegree of polarization in nlinost every solution that has been 
exniiined. The innximuin was For long supposed to indicate 

* Rend Febmnrj  25. 1'305. 
L 2  
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zcro poteiiti:il-clifforeiice between the mcrcury and the soln 
tion ; but the adequacy of this hypothesis, as a general 
interpretation of the significniice of the maximum, is now 
very doubtful. 

6 2. Evidence was given by one of us  (Phil. Trans. A. 
1 S W ,  pp. 47-87), in discussing the validity of the Lippinann- 
HcI1111iolLz theory of eleutrocapillarity, that ihe maximum 
surface-tension between mercury :Incl certain electrolytes is 
not reached when the poteiitial-differeiii.:e is zmo. I t  was 
shown that, for equally coiicentrnted solutiwis of the parti- 
cular electrolytes I iCl  and KI, the I-’oteiitinl-differences at 
tlie respective inaxiina differ to such an extent that if one is 
assumed to he zero the other must be nearly a quarter of ,z 

volt (1. e. pp. 70, 71). The assumption of zero poteiitinl- 
difference in either case is arbitrary. It is possible that the 
r)otentinl-diff~rc.,iice a t  the inaxirnum surface-tension is zero 
in some electrolytes ; but the evidence from the electro- 
capillary curves (1. e. pp. 68 dz 82), while not conclusive, 
favours the view that i t  is not so in any of the moderately 
dilute solut.ioiis of KC1 a i d  IC1 (giving “ depressed” maxima) 
referred to above. 

Pnlinaer has, however, published experiments recently 
froin which it would seem that in the case of‘ n/10 KCl, the 
1,otentinl-ditFerence a t  the inasimnin surface-tension is, if 
not zero, at  least very small. This result, if conclusive, 
~vvoulcl be of great theoretical value, and we have t.herefore 
perfornied tlie experiments described below to test the 
validity of Palmaer’s deductions. 

$ 3. Palinner published in 1903 (Zeitsclz. f. Elddqwhelnie, 
is. pp. 754-7571 a suniinnry of certain esp(’riments with 
drop electrodes, by incans of which he sought to  show that 
tho true contact poteiitiul-differeiicc between inercnry allcl 
~ / 1 0  I iCl  solution is about 0.57 volt, mid he h s  quite 
rcccntly (Zeitscli.  f :  2AysiX*. Cliemie, lis. pp. 123-191, 1907) 
given a full nccouiit of these experiments and of others, fro111 
irliich his final conclusion is that the potcii tinl-difl’ereiice in 
qiiwtioii is 0.5732 *0003 volt at 18’ C. 

Oiie of U,? found tliai tlic iuasiiiiuiii snr€:~ce-tciision betweell 
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lnercury ancl 12/10 RC1 solution was produced by a polarizing 
electromotive force of 0.568 -01 volt (1. e. p. 71). It 
~ o u l d  thus appear that, after all, in tho rase of 9 2 / 1 0  RC1, 
the potential-cliff ereiice at the maxiinuin surface-tension is 
practically zero, for it is represeiited by the difference 
between the two  numbers just given. We shall attempt to  
show however that, although of much interest in connexion 
with electrocapillarity, Palinner’s deduction froin his expori- 
inents is not necessarily true, and that his results leave thc 
Irnowledge of the contact potential-c2iffereiice between Hg 
and n/10 KU1 substantially in the same state of uncertainty 
as before. 

6 4. Palnzaer’s N u l l  Solutions.--TVhen certain conditions, 
first fully discussed by Paschen, are  fulfilled, a mercury 
electrode immersed in 92/10  KC1 shows a potential about 
0.57 volt higher than that of an electrode of mercury streaming 
into the same solution. Palmaer found that by adding 
certain substances to this n/10 KC1 solution, he could not only 
reduce the observed potential-difference between the still and 
dropping mercury until i t  became very small, but could cause 
it, passing through the value zero, to change in sign. I n  
this way he found two different “nul l  solutions,” one con- 
taining small quantities of KCN, R O H ,  and Hg(CN)2, and 
the other H,S and a sinall quantity of acetic acid, for which 
the potential -difference between the still and dropping elec- 
trodes was zero. It is of course well linown that  a concen- 
trated solution of a mercury salt behaves like a Palinaer 
null solution i n  the respect that there is practically n o  p.d. 
between still and dropping mercnry electrodes iniinersad in 
i t ;  but small variations in  the composition do not here 
produce effects of the kind observed by I’nlniaer. Moreover, 
the absence of a p.d. in this case has been explained in 
:L way which is not applicable when the amount of dissolved 
mrcury  is very small. 
6 5. Experiments of the kind performed by Palinaer were 

sllggested by Nernst (Ann. d. Physik, lviii. p. 11, 189G), 
and it is obvious that the resiilts can be explained, either 
according to the Helmholtz theory of drol~~iii$-electrodes or 
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to  that of Nernst, if we assume that when the observed E.M.F. 
is zero a solution has been found which exhibits no potential- 
difference with respect to mercury. I n  such a case there 
would be no tendency to produce an E.M.F., whether, in  the 
general case, the double-layer potential is altered by extension 
of the mercury surface (Helmholtz), or whether the double- 
layer forms practically instantaneously but is accompanied 
by concentration changes in the solution (Nernst). 

0 6. Connecting each of his null solutions in turn to a 
solution of n/10 KC1, Palmaer measured the p.d. between 
mercury in the null solution and mercury in the n/10 KCI. 
Allowing for small contact potential-differences between the 
electrolytes, he found practically identical values (of which 
the iiieaii is the number already quoted) for the p.d. 
Hg I 7 2 / 1 0  KCl. Strictly, these measnrements prove only 
that the p.d. between mercury and each of the null solutions 
was the same. 

Palmner found only two satisfactory nnll solutions; but 
experiments with several others are described below. From 
these experiinerits i t  will be seen that the 13.d. between 
mercury and a null solution of the type described by Palinner 
is not always the same, and hence is never necessarily zero 
as Palmaer assumes. 

0 7. A method of search f o r  other Artill Solzctions.--Tii 
searching for other null solutions we were guided by the 
relation deducible from Pnschen’s experiments, that although 
the p.d. between Hg and an electrolyte when the surfnce- 
tension is a maximum need not be zero, i t  is nevertheless 
always equal to the p.d, between n dropping electrode of the 
Pasclien type (TVied. Ann. xli. p. 42, lS90) a i d  the same 
electrolyte (cf. Phil. Trans. 1. c. pp. S3 et Seq.) .  W e  have 
found, in the course of the present experiments, that the 
statement of this relation, which is one of the most important 
in electi*ocapillarity, requires qualification. The relation is 
true only when the medium through wliich the mercury falls 
before it enters the solution does not contain a constituent 
which interacts chemically with the tnercury and the solution. 
In some citses, for example, the relation does not hold until 
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the air surrounding the dropping electrode and the solution 
is replaced by hydrogen, nitrogen, or other non-oxidising 
medium. 

6 8. Assuming the t ruth of the above relation, it was 
obvious that any solution for which the maximum of the 
electrocapillary curve lay at the origin (applied E.M.F. zeroj 
would be a null solution. I f  the maximum for a given 
solution were slightly (a )  to the right or (6) to  the left of 
the origin, then the still electrode for that solution would he 
slightly (a) positive or (b )  negative to  the dropping electrode. 
The change in sign of the potential of the dropper with 
respect to the still electrode, with a small change in the 
composition of the electrolyte, would not correspond neces- 
sarily (as assumed by Palmaer) with a change in  the sign 
of the potential of the still mercury with respect to the 
solution, but only with a change from one side of the origin 
to the other of the maximum of the electrocapillary curve. 

Since it is almost certain that this maximum does not 
always correspond with zero potential-difference, it seemed 
equally certain that a null solution of the kind studied by 
Palmaer could not always, and need not ever, be one 
exhibiting no  contact p.d. with respect to mercury. 

0 9. Null Solution of KCN.-It has long been known that 
moderately concentrated solutions of KCN give electro- 
capillary curves of which the maxima lie to the left of the 
origin (applied E.M. E‘. negative), while weaker solutions 
give curves of which the maxima lie to the right. If a 
solution could be found of which the maximum lay a t  the 
origin, this would be a null solution of the Bind studied by 
Palmaer. A null solution of KCN was apparently found 
approximately b y  Ainelung in a research which Palmaer 
describes (Zeits. f. plysik.  Chenaie, lix. p. 164, 1907) but 
regards as unsatisfactory. This solution used according to 
Ir’almaer’s method would give a value of roughly 0.7 volt for 
the contact potential Hg I n/10 KC1. It was obtained by 
gradual dilution of a saturated solution of RCN until the 
p.d. between the drop electrode and tho still electrode 

zero. 
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W e  have found and examined a null K C N  solution in 
another way. A normal solution of K C N  was made up and 
this, together with weaker solutions of definite strength, 
obtained from it by dilution, was then examined as described 
below. As it was found that the electrocapillary properties 
of solutions, apparently of equal concentration, prodnced froin 
different samples of KCN frequently differed considerably, 
the precise cdonstitutions of the different solutions cannot be 
specified. This, however, is of no importance to the validity 
of the experiments. For the sample of KUN used in the 
experiments, the null solution contained about 0.26 n K C X ;  
but another sample froin another source would probably have 
given a different result. 

The following quantities were obscrved in the case of each 
solution :- 

1. The electrocapillary cnrve-the reading for maximuin 
surface-tension, and the E.M.F. required to produce it, being 
noted as carefully as possible. 

2. The electrocapillary curve of a solution of KCl of equal 
strength. 

3. The horizontal distance between the descending branches 
of the two curves (cf. Phil. Trans. I.e. p. 69). 

4. The E.M.F. of the cell Hg 
5. The E.M.F. of the dropping electrode circuit 

Hg I KCN I Hg, the measurements being taken when the 

end of the continuous part of the jet was in the surface of 
the solution (Paschen). 

6, The E.M.F. of the dropping electrodc circuit 

Hg 1 KCN 

KCN KC1 I Hg. I :  
.1 

KC1 1 Hg. * 
Some of the electrocapillary curves are shown in fig. 1, 

the others being omitted to avoid confusion. The I<(% 
Curves are very flat near the maxima, and the E.M.F.s 
corresponding to these maxima are relatively difficult to 
determine. 
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The chief resnlts of the ineasiircincnts are summarized in 
the following Table :- 

Strengths 
of 

solutions. 

0.1 I & .  

-2 It. 
-24 12. 

*25 12. 

-26 11,. 
9 7  It. 
e50 I&. 

1.0 I S .  

-- 

1. 

Lax. s.9 
KCN 
(scale- 

teading: 

36.65 
36.30 
36-10 
36-08 
36-04 
36.00 
35.81 
35.70 

2. 

Nax. S.? 
KCl 

(scnle- 
reading) 

36.75 
36.70 
36.53 
36.35 
36.30 
36.27 
36.17 
36-10 

3. 

I.M.F. o 
@ax. S.T 

KC N 

volt. 

*039 
eo20 
.010 
0 
0 

-a05 
-.020 
-9069 

4. 

Korizontn 
distance 
between 
curves. 
volt. 

,645 
*G07 
%E7 
,691 
%96 
,697 
* ' i l G  
-748 

-- 

I-- 

Solutions of KCN and KC1 of equal strength bciag of 
approximately the same conductivity and degree of ionization 
(cf. Kohlrausch & Holborn, LeitveT*mi;gen der E'lektrolyte, 
pp. 145 & 148), the contact potential-difference between 
them will be very small, probably less than a millivolt. 
This is confirmed by the agreement between the numbers in 
Columns 4 and 5 ,  since the former represents the difference 
between Hg I KC1 and Hg I KCN (CJ. Phil. Trans. 1. c. 
pp. 69 et seq.). 

Each number in Column 7 should be equal to the sum of 
the corresponding numbers in Columns 5 and 6. A com- 
parison serves to indicate the limits of the uncertainty of the 
dropping-electrode measurements. The jet fell freely in 
contact with the air. By comparison of the numbers in 
Columns 3 and 6 it will be seen that Paschen's relation held, 
within the limits of errors of experiment, in overy case. 

The null solution was that for which tbe surface-tension was 
a maximum in the natural state (applied E.M.F. zero). Its 
strength was, in round numbers, p z / 4  KCN, and assuming with 
Palmaer that, in consequence, Hg I n/4 KCN=O, it would 
give, by Column 5,  Hg I n/4 KCl= 0.6 9 approximately. 

Q 10. As will be seen Inter, a solution of n/4 KCl, cx- 
amined according to either of the methods described by 
Palmaer, wonltl have given a null solntioii from wliicli lie 
would have dctlnccd thc valuc Hg I ) / /A I<U= 0.565 n11prox. 
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The reason of the difference of 0.125 volt between this and 
the value fonnd by the KCN null solution is suggested by 
inspection of the electrocapillary curves. 

The inasiina for the R C N  solutions are lower than those 
for the RC1 solutions of corresponding strength, and the 
66 liorizontnl distance ” between the curve9 after they become 
parallel is npproxirnately 0.125 volt greater than the distmce 
between the maxima. Consequently ( c j .  Phil. Trans. 1. c. 
p. 67)  the solution a t  the niaxirnum surface-tension in KCN 
is 0.125 volt more positive to the mercury than it is at the 
inaximurn in IICl. 

6 11. Every solution for which the inasiinum of the electro- 
capillary curve is at the origin is a null solution, but the 
potentid-diff~r~iilces between mercury and different null 
solutions will be different if the maxima for these solutions 
are not the same. 

If traces of other substances can be added to a 1214 KCll 
solution in such a way as to move the maximum of the elec- 
trocnpillury curve to the origin without appreciably raising 
o r  depressing it, then such a solutioii will be about 0.125 
volt less pobitive to mercury than the null solution of n/4 KCN. 
This null solution when measured against pure n/4 KC1 will 
give an E.M.F. of 0.565 in  place of the E.M.F. of 0.69 
given by the n/4 KClN null solution, Hence, if Palmaer’s 
solutions were producad from n/10 KC1 without appreciable 
alteration of the maximuin, the difference between his results 
and ours is immediately explained. 

0 12. E f e c t  of NazS on the p . d .  between Hg and KCL- 
The p.d. between mercury and an electrolyte is controlled, 
according to the theory of Neriibt, by the concentrationp of 
the iiiercnry ions in solution. If n- is the potential rise froin 
the solution to the mercury, then 

where T is the absolute temperature and Ic is a constant. 
The ribe can therefore be diminished by decreasing p .  From 
Palmuer’s exporimeats and others (e, g., Bchrend, Zeits ,f. 
$~,ys. Chenz. xi. p. 481, l893), i t  can be inferred that a largo 
diniinution of y i b  produced by saturating :I KC1 solution iii 

* A n  interesting mcthod of di ducinp n similar equation ma3 givcii bg 
Plofabwi J J Tiiuiiiwu in the l’ldosupliiccil X i g u i u e  foi lbU5. 

arr/&?=kT/p, . . . . . (i.)” 
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contact with mercury with H,S. W e  thcrefore thought it 
likcly that by ndclitioii of Na,S to  the KC1 solutioii it would 
be possible to move the electrocnpillary curve to tho right, 
i. e. so that the rnaxiinuin approached thc origin. It reinaiiied 
to  determine by experiment the relative amount of NazS 
necessary for the purpose of reaching the origin. Electro- 
capillary curves were obtained with solutiotis containing 
gradually increasing proportioils of T\ia2S. Tlie general 
coinposition of the solutions was 

where a + y = O * l  ; i. e . ,  considering the suin of the coiitciits, 
the solution was always l/lOth iiormnl, aiid the content in 
liations remained approxiiiiately constant. Cnrves were 
obtained fo r  a number of different values of y. Some of tlie 
results are showii in fig. 2, in which the d u e s  of y repre- 
sented are as follows:- 

~ ( 7 %  IIC1) + y(72 Nn,S, 9€T20), 

1 Value of y ......I 0 *0,2 *0,372 -0,374 44377 -0,l *0,2 *0,5 .01 *03 .08 *lo 1 
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(1. e. p. 481) suggested that the rapid variation of potential 
at a critical value of y occurred near the colripletion of the 
conversion of feebly soluble chloride of mcrcury into still 
less soluble sulphide. Thus, assuming c to represent the 
concentration of Hg2Clz in  solution before aclditioii of ?Sa$, 
if the amount of sulphide added were (c-c‘), i. e .  less than 
c, we might have (see however Q 15) :- 

cHg,Clz+ (c-c’)Na,S =c’Hg,Clz+ (c-c’)H~,S 
+ 2(c-c‘)NaC11. 

Assuming a: and p to represent thc fractions of the chloride 
and sulphide respectively, which are  electroinotively active, 
the ionic coilcentration p of the mercury in solution would 
be 

Then, from equation (i.) above, we should have 

p =  2ac’ + 2p(c- c’), and hence aj)/ac’ = 2(a - p). 

a r / a c ’ = k T ( a - - P ) / ( a c ’ + p X ) .  

From this i t  is seen that if p is very small compared with a, 
the value of a.ir/ac’ will become very large tvhcii c’ lmomcs 
very small, i. e.  when the amount of Na,S added is very 
nearly equivalent to the amount of Hg2C12 in solntion. 

Q 14. When the amount of Nn,S added is in excess of the 
Elg2C12 in solution we may have 

cHg2C1, + (c + c’)Na2S =cHg2S + c’Na2S + 2cNnCI. 

Froin this i t  is seen that the potential of the liquitl with 
respect to the elcctrode wiil continue to rise when, after the 
whole of the chloride is decomposed, more ancl more Na,S is 
added. For, assuming the law of mass action, the ionic 
concentration of the Hg obtained from the HgzS will diminish 
x-hen, by introduction of further quantities of Na,S, the 
concentration of the S ions in solution is raised. 

Suppose now that to a solution containiiig an csccss of 
NazS a small quantity 2c” of an  acid HX is adclcd. Tlieii 
we shall get 

cHgzC1, +- (C + c’)Sa,R -+ 2c”HX 
=cI-Ig,S + (c’-(*’‘)N:12S + (”11,s + ,“c”N:IX + .‘/~N:L(:I. 
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Now if we assume the coeficients of ionization of the 
NazS and {he H,S to Fe y and 6 respectively, the concen- 
tration of S ions arising from these two substances will be 
y ( c r - c r r )  +&”; while, before the addition of the acid, the 
concentration of S ions arising from the Na,S would exceed 
y d .  The value of 6 will in general be less than that of y, 
because, in moderately dilute solution, H2S is a very poor 
conductor compared with NaPS. Therefore addition of the 
acid HX will reduce the concentration of the S ions in the 
solution containing cHg,S, and will in  consequence cause 
the concentration of the Hg ions to rise. Thus addition of 
the acid will tend to reduce the effect of the Na,S and will 
cause the electrocapillary cLirve to move towards the right. 

Hence, if too much NazS has been added, so that the 
innviinum is to the left of the origin, it may be possible to 
obtain a null solution by the addition of a small quantity of 
an acid. Moreover, it may be of advantage experimentally 
to  proceed in this way by overshooting the mark and then 
adding acid, rather than by attempting to hit it by reducing 
the amount of Na,S. For ,  as can be seen, the rate a t  which 
the curve will move towards the right will be less when 5~ 

sinall quantity of acid is added than when an equivalent 
quantity of sulphide is taken away. Thus, when the acid is 
absent, the concentration ps  of S ions, outside the Hg,S, is 
such that ap8 /acr  exceeds y ; but when the acid is added 

aps/aC”= - (y - 6). 
6 15. It is not contended for the above equations that they 

necessarily do more than indicate the course of events. The 
Na2S used probably coiitxined traces of higher sulphides, and 
the cholnicnl relations between the snbstanccs concerned are 
complicated. The final product of the action of Ka,S on the 
mercury in solution would no doubt be a donble sulphide of 
HgS and NazS, and it is worth notice with regard to this 
that, after the very rapid change a t  *00037n Na,S, the 
potential of the electrode continued to decrease fairly rapidly 
until about *002n Na,S had been added. The rate of decrease 
fell comparatively suddenly at this point, and for snbse- 
p e n t  additions of Nn,S ( u n t i l  thc whole of tlic ICCl was 
ro1)lncccl) reinnincc1 w r y  sinall. 
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The concentration of incrcnrous ions in a solution of I<CI 
standing over mercury and calomel has been estiiiia ted 
indirectly by Behrend a i d  others, and froin the values 
obtained it would appear that, if the above interpi-e- 
tation of our observations is correct, only a small fractioii 
of the mercury in solution cm be in the ionized condition. 
I t  is important to note, however, that the comparatively 
large value of the solubility of Hg, Cl,, to which the results 
of $ 1 2  seem to lead, inay on account of the influence of 
dissolved atmospheric oxygen be more apparent than real. 
It is coininonly agreed that the interaction between Hg and a 
solution of a chloride, froin which the existence of Hg, Cl, 
in the solution results, occurs through the interventioii of 
the osygen dissolved in  the latter. This interaction will 
continue (1) until the solution becoines saturated with 
Hge Cl,, or (2) until the supply of oxygen near the electrode 
is used up. I n  the latter event, further formation of Hg,Clz 
would cease until, by diffusion, a fresh supply of oxygen 
approached the electrode. Since, however, the solubility of 
oxygen in n/10 KCl is probably mnch greater than that of 
Hg, CJ,, it is probable that the interaction terminates in 
accordance with the first of the alternatives and before he 
whole of the oxygm per c.cin. near the electrode is removed. 
If 1 1 0 ~ 1 7  a sinal1 quantity of Na,S is nclded to tlie solntioii it 
will precipitate the whole or a part of the Hg, C1, with which 
tlie solution is saturated. But  the further solution of HgzC1, 
will be possible by interaction between the nicrcury, the KC1 
in the solution and the escess of dissolved oxygen. I n  fact 
the complete removal of Hg, CI, froin solution by means of 
Nap S, as represented in the equations given in $ 13, 14, 
will not be possiblo until the whole of the dissolved oxygen 
is used up. 

From this point of view, what happens when an aerated 
bolution of ICUl containing Na,S is poured upon nicrcury 
lnay be described, figuratively, as a coinpetition between the 
salts for  tlie oxygen ancl mercury in the surface Inyer. Since 
any Hg2C1, foriiied before the removal of the Na,S is com- 
plete will be at once decoinposed by the latter and preci- 
pitated as sdpliitle, the net result of this coinpetition is that 
tllc ICC1 can only interact pcrni:mt~ntlj- witli suol: osj.gcii as 
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the NazS leaves uncombined. The critical amount of the 
Intter is reached when it leaves none *. 

In any attempt to form a complete picture of the process, 
however, it would be necessary to take account of possible 
difference in the subsequent rates of approach of NazS and 0 
i o  the surface layer, from above, by diffusion and convection. 
This would lead us too f u  froin our present aim. 

The oxact composition of our critical NazS solution was 
uncertain, and the further study of tho question presented 
chemical difficulties which i t  did not seein profitable to inves- 
tigate with the materials a t  our disposal. 

Kax.S.32. 
(scnle- 

reading). 

6 16. Null Solution of KCI.-The argument developed 
above proved successful as  a working hypothesis. An 
n/10 KCl solution containing -01)ln Nn,S was first made up, 
and others containing different amounts of acetic acid 
(suggested by Palmaer's experiments) were then obtained 
from it. The results of the experiments with these solutions 
are summarized below:- 

Horizou tal  
E.M.F.for distance to 
Max. S.T. n 1 sol. / 6 RCl j  + 

(role.) 17 ICc1 Curve. ' (volt.) 

36.82 
36'81 
36.841 
36.80 
3680 
36'80 

-*123 
--05l 
-so20 

s o 1  0 
.020 

- .on5 

1 sol. I + 
(volt.) 

--129 
- ,049 
- - . O M  
- ,009 

S O i ' 5  

.ole 

--. 

: ? t  1 sol. KCl I+ 
(volt.) 

,564 
560 
.564 
-564 
.562 
-564 

36,8O=Msximum S.T. for n/10 KC1. 

The nnmbers representing the norinnlity in acetic acid are 
Nothing turns upon the accuracy of their ollly approximate. 

* Some results of experiments still in progress in  connerion with this 
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Piem vere  indicated w11e11 the paper was read. 
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determination. Some of the corresponding clectrocapillary 
curves are shown in fig. 4. 

The mensnrements are  less exact than in the case of the 
R C N  curves. Owing no doubt to  the presence of sinall 
quantities of dissolved oxygen, the p.d. between the large 
Hg electrode and the solution sometimes changed perceptibly 
during the short time required to determine the electro- 
capillary curve. It will be seen, however, that a series of 
curves with practically equal maxima of surface-tension was 
now obtained. The null solution lies between IV. and V., 

Yff, .A 

and corresponds within the limits of experimental error with 
a solution of which the maximum of the electrocapillary 
curve is a t  the origin. Par t  of the difference between the 
numbers in coluiiins 4 and 5 was certainly due to increase 
with time of the pad. Hg solution, The capillary curves 
were taken first and are not exactly parallel to the deci- 
normal KC1 curve. The distance decreases slightly towartls 
the lower ends of the curves. The p.d. between the 
strongest of the solutions and the n/10 KC1 solution was 
probably less than a inillivolt (ef .  Palmaer, Zeit. p .  CAem. 
1. c. 1907, p. 153). 
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By examination of the data. for solutions IV. and V. it is  
seen that a null solution of thc present kind, interpreted 
according to the assurnptions of Palm;ler, would give, for 
the p.d. Hg 1 7 2 / 1 0  KCl, a value agreeing with his result. 
But, as will be seen, his assuinption of zero pad. between 
IIg and the null solution is not at  all necessary. The only 
necessary conclusion is that  the p.d. between the still Hg 
and the solution is the siiine as that  between the dropping 
Hg and the solution. 

Froin tlie data in  the Table i t  is seen that, for reasons 
already given, the masimn being practically equnl i n  all the 
solutions, !he p.d. between the droppirig electrode and the 
solution should be in every case the s:ime. This result is  
probably of significance in the theory of electrocapillarity. 
I ts  truth is shown by the practical equality of all the numbers 
in Column 7. 

6 1 7 .  Ejeet qf O q g e n  irpon Pctsclien’s relation.-With 
respect to tlie data in colutnnr 3 and 6, 4 16, showing tho 
fulfilincnt of tlie Paschen reLition for the present series of 
electroljtw, i t  is important to  state that  tlie dropping-clec- 
trocle esperiinents were perforined in an atmosplierc of 
hydrogen ( r l :  $ 7, above). A liicce of u ide  glass tuhing 
open a t  both ends encircled the Jropliing electrode. The 
lower end of this tube wis immersed in tlie electrolj te, and 
the upper wac; closed hy a riibber cork in which mere three 
holes. Tlie drop electrode pxqwd through the central hole : 
the others served for the iiilet aiicl outlct of the hydrogen 
respectively. 

The following data nre given as examyles of the necessity 
for  the csclusion of air. I n  one case, the maximuiii of the 
capillary curve being + * O 1  volt, a Paschen electrode agiinht 
still mercury in the same solution showed -*05 volt, 
increasing to -*07 when the mercury jet  was partially 
immersed. The solution q nickly became cloudy and the 
mercury tarnished so rapidly that i t  fell as a dirty powder. 

I n  another esperiinent the jet was surrounded by hydrogen, 
the wnter used in preparing tlie solution having been recently 
boiled to decrease the ninonnt of dissolved air. Before com- 
plete di~placemctlt o€ the air 1)y I2iydrog~i~, the Pnschen 

31 2 
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electrode E.M.F. was -*024 volt. It fell gradually to 
-.014 volt and then reinaiiied constant. The mercury fell 
quite clean. Some of tlie solution was now withdrawn, and 
its electrocapillary curve was determined. The maxiinutn 
lay at --015 volt. 

I n  a third experiment, the jet being surrounded by hydrogn, 
the electrode E.M.F. was --024, agreeing with the electro- 
capillary maximum. Oxygen was iiom acltnitted and dis- 
placed the hydrogen. The Paschen electrode E.M.F. 
became -.140. With the je t  partially iininersed the E.1I.F. 
increased to - -240. 

Various experiments with other gases and with insulating 
iiquids were tried, e. g., it was found that the Paschen rela- 
tion was, under certain conditions, fulfilled when air wns 
replaced by benzene; but further description of these experi- 
ments is omitted from Consideration of apace. 

8 18. Iqfwences from results obtained with Null Solutions 
qf K C N  and cf KOl.-Summariziiig the results of the two 
series of experiments described, it is seen thai, with respect 
t o  the p.d. Hg I electrolyte as considered by Pnlmaer, there 
are two Binds of' null solution. One is formed by the addition 
to  the electrolyte of very sinal1 quantities of certain sub- 
stances which leave the shape of the electrocapillary curve 
unaltered, with the maximum undepressed, but move it paralle! 
to itself towards the left. This kind of null solution, inter- 
lreted in the way described by Palinaer, will give the result 
that tho pd .  is zero at the inuxirnuiii of the electrocapillary 
curve. 

A second kind of null solution is obtained by using a 
different electrolyte and altering its concentration until the 
niaxiinum of the capillary curve is at the origin. This kind 
niny have a depressed maximum compared with the original 
electrolyte, KCl for  example, and will in that case give a 
value, for the p.d. Hg I KCI, greater than t h d  obtained by 
Palinaer if the measurements are interpreted in the way he 
describes. If, on the other hand, the curve for the null- 
solution electrolyte has a higher maxiilium that1 the corre- 
sponding curve for KCl, then the p.d. Hg I KC1 found by 
Palmncr's mctlio~l will bc lebs tllm that which he gives. 
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have not aiteniptecl to find a null solution exactly of this 
last kind, although it is linown that the electrocapillary 
lriaxirnum of a saturated KOH solution is near the origin 
and is considerably higher (Phil. Trans. 1. c .  p. G8) than that 
of concentrated KC1. 

We have, however, obtained iiull solutions by the addition 
of small quantities of Na,S (and acetic acid) to  n/10 IC1 
solution, which has a very deprewed maximurn, and to  
~ / 1 0  KOH solution, which has R higher maximum than 
n/10 KC1. The results of these experiments exhibit tlie 
truth of the coiiclusions we have drawn. 

6 19. IViilZ Solution qf K1.-The attempt to obtain a null 
solution froin n/10 KT succeeded approximately when the 
composition of the solution was about, - 0 0 1 ~ ~  Na2S +.099nI<I. 
The maximum surface-tension occurred when the applied 
E.M.F. was -*01 volt. It was unnecessary for our purpose 
to obtain a nearer approximation to a null solution. The 
E.M.F. between a dropping electrode falling throiigh 
hydrogen into this solution and a still electrode was a t  first 
imperceptible. After soiiie time i t  was -006 volt. Mercury 
in this solution measured against mercury in n/10 KC'I gave 
ai1 E.M.F. of a793 volt. A fresh null solution of KCI, made 
up by trial for coinprison, measured against n/lO KCI in 
the same way gave -5G5 volt. The two solutions measured 
against each other ~ L V S  *228 volt. The results of the 
iiieasurements are tabulated below:- 

2. 4. j 3. 
1. 

I 

' ~ u l l  Solution. (scale- max. S.T. 

volt. 
rending). 

I' I2 
i c R I t  iGK)NapS 28.85 -'U1 

6. -- 

1 sol. j + 
volt. 

0 

--.01 

7. 

volt. 

-228 

I 1 
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These experiments show that  the p.d. Hg I n/10 K(”l  
cnniiot be 0.57 uiiIess, interpreting thein according to 
Palinner’s method, the ped. between ? / / lo  KC1 and n/10 K[  
is nearly a quarter of n volt. Sncli :L potential-difference is 
impossible according to  the theories at pre3ent in vogue 
(cf. Phil. Trans. 1. c. p. 62). 

6 20. iYzi1Z Solution qf K@H.-In attempting to  o h i n  2 

mill solution froin fill0 KOH i t  11 as found that tlie adtlitioii 
oE NazS (*001n to ,002n) prot luwd a pradnal shift of the 
inaxiinuin to  the left which continued o \  er a long tiine. A 
solution with tlie innximuin a t  tlie oiigiii could not Le oltained 
conveniently with Nn2S alone on accouiit of tliis time effect 
It was found lioweier that if, after tlie solution had stood 
for some tiine over the mercury, dilute acetic acid was added 
d,*op by drop and the solution stirred, ilie inasiinziii could be 
brought from the left to zero nncl tho titile cWect was now 
negligible. Tlic results of the exlierinients with this null 
aolntion are giveu below :- 

6. 

I n  coii5idering the value 0.50‘3 volt in colnmn 5 i t  has to 
be reineinbered that there is now an aypi eci:tble p.d. between 
the solntions. Its value calculated in the n3ual way is 
n/10 KOII I 12/10 KC1=*016 volt at  2 0 O  C.; and conse- 
quently we now obtain, according to Pillinner’s inethod, 
Hg I 12/10 IiC1=*525 volt. But, according to  tlie iiiteq~re- 
tation we have offered, this result signifies only that the 
potential reckoned froin the solntioii to mercury a t  the 
rnaxininiii is about volt less in the ciise of 71/10 IiOH 
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t,han in that of n/10 KCl. A result which, as before. is in  
agreement with the forms and relative positions of the 
electrocapillary curves. 

The electrocapillary curves for the null solutions of K T  
and of KOH are shown in fig. 5 .  

The results of our experiments may be summarized as 
follows :- 

Q 21. Sunaniary of ConcEusions. 
1. The potential-differences between different ~ n l l  solutions 

ailcl mercury are not the same. This is proved, allowiug for  
tlie contact p.d. betweeii electrolytes, by ineasuriag each 
p d .  against tlie p d .  Hg I KUI, and also by n>easuriug one 
iiull solution against another. The result is also cleducihlc 
f rom the electrocapillnry curves alone, without introduction 
of the question of the p.d. between electrolytes. 

2. If the null-solution Potentinl-diffel.ences are assumed to  
bc zero, the values obtained for the p.d. Hg I 9 2 / 1 0  KC1 vary 
from about 0.53 volt to 0.79 volt: Assuming that the p.cl. 
at the electrocnpillary maximum is most likely to be zero 
when the maxinium is unclei)ressed, it is probable that the 
p.d, Hg I u/IO KC1 does not exceed 0.53 volt. 
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3. The polarizing E.M.F. required to produce the innximuin 
surfncc-tension between mercury and :L given electrolyte has 
bcen proved by Paschcii to he equal, in 1n:~ny cases, to tlio 
E.M.F. of the corresponding drol'piiig-electrode circuit. 
This relation is shown to be true in four particular CIWS iu 
which each E.M.F. is equal to ZCTO. It is also shown that 
in uone of thesc cases is tho p.d. Hg I clectrolyte necessarily 
zcro. 

4. I t  is shown that  the Pasclien relation iininetlintcly fnils 
wlicn the chemical action at the drop-electrodo due to 
atinospheric oxygen becoincs appreciable. 

5. The Pasclien E.1I.F. between mercury and a solution 
of KC1 rernains unchanged on thc addition to tho solution of 
siiiall qnantities of Nn2S, although tlic natural p.d. betwecn 
iiiorcnry and tlie KO1 solution is thereby altered by nioro 
than half a volt. 

6 .  A critical percentage of Na2S was found for which tho 
iintural p.d. just iiicntioned altered with estreine rapidity, 
as in  the  ciises studied by Bchrend: in which he observed tlic 
variation of the E.M.F., Hg [ Hg2(N03)a I Hg, producctl 
hy the gradual addition of KCl  or IiBr at one electrode. 
In the present case the clinngc in thc p.d. 1Ig [ electrolyte 
was deduced directly from the clectrocupillary curves. 

1) ISCUSSION. 

hrr S. SKINNER congratulated the Authors upon the accurate serit:s of 
experiments which they had cnrricd out. 

l)r W. WATSON expressed his interest in the paper, referring especially 
t o  the &ion of diesolred oxygen present i i i  the soltitiom. 

Mr 1'. E. S3lITEI referred to the fact that in the pitper values for tlie 
contttct p,d. were +en to four pl:tces of deciinals, and asked if ally 
significance could be attached to  the last two figtires. IJe  pointed out 
th;it the  results o b t h e d  from drop electrodes \vert, very clitkrerlt from 
those obt>iined by 13illit;zor using a dilyereut nletliod. I I e  aslied if es- 
peiiments had been made with jets of various sizes and ~ i i d e r  wrious 
prehsures, and whether the form of the c~irves hitd beeu sufiicieiitly 
studied. 

Blr 1,awrs asked if the Authors hacl used other suljstaaces besides 
Ka,S, and if' they had talteii account of cheniicnl actions which might 
take place itt the electrodes. 

1)r E I ~ S K J S  I C  Xr im.iy ref'crrcd t o  experiments he had macle some 
years ago uii coiitirct potential-dif~lrcllccD bctwceii metids in wliich tlie 
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oxygen of the air behaved in a manner analogous to the dissolved oxygen 
in the Authors’ solutions. 
111 S. W. J. SMITH, replying to hIr E’. E. Smith, said that Palniaer’s 

value for the contact potential-difference between mercury and n/10 
Kc‘l solution was qiioted from his paper. With regard to Billitzer’s 
views, t,hey laboured for the present under the disadvantage that other 
observers had tried, but fn.iled, to reproduce the effects which he 
describes. The form of the eloctrocapillary curve had been carefully 
studied. Van Laar had fon”1ated a theory baeed npon the fact that  the 
curve can be considered to consist within the limits of experimental 
error of portions of two parabolas. His interpretation of the significance 
of the point at which the curve changes from one parabola to  the other 
had in reality no experimental support. The question of the character 
of the jet, amount of immersion, &c., had been carefully studied, and 
certain relations between the E.M.F. nnd the time of contact with the 
liquid had been arrived at. His  (Mr Smith’s) point of view diRered 
from tha t  of Paschen in that  he believed the experimental evidence to 
show that the E.1I.F. between R Paschen electrode and an electrolyte 
was not in general zero. H e  cited a case in which apparently the p. d. 
between a Paschen je t  and one electrolyte (ZnSO,) differs by nearly 
half a volt from that between a Paschen je t  and another electrolyte 
(CuSO,). It was only when the electrocapillarp maxinia for two elec- 
trolytes were equal that  the Paschen E.I\I.F.s for the  electrolytes were 
the same. An electrocapillary maximum could not be obtained for 
CuSO, solution, probably beca.use of deposition of copper on the mercury, 
just as a niaxiinum could not be obtained from concentrated I-I,SO, 
on account of the evolution of hydrogen. Paschen’s experiments did 
not prove that  the p.d. between an electrolyte and a mercury-jet 
brealiiiig in its surface is zero. J t  was possible that a certain fraction 
(in sonie cases the whole e.g. in null solutions) of the steady p. d .  might 
arise practically instantaneously. 

In  reply to  Rfr Lewis, Mr Smith remarlred that they used Na,S 
because i t  was deducible from electromotive data -in agreement with 
chemical-that the solubility of mercury sulphide was extreniely smdl  
el-en compared with that of calomel. I n  reference to  Rlr Lewis’s sug- 
gestion that  certain interactions might take place between the mercury, 
tlie dissolved salt and the Na,S independently of the oxygen, he said 
that although he had found that the amount of Na,S required (in the 
may the experiments were perforiiied) was not chemically equivalent to 
tlie amount of oxygen in  solution, yet the amounts of Wa,S and oxygen 
were found to be roughly proportimal to  one another in  experimeiits they 
had perforiiied with the help of RIr W. F. IIiggins. H e  indicated to 
the meeting directions in which further experimental evidence WRY being 
sought. ‘J‘he electromotive nietlicd of tracing minute chemicsl change 
way both delicate and simple. 


